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Here is another set of songs written to help children memorize the spellings of 30 more high
frequency words. This program has been used with children from Kindergarten up to the
beginning of third grade. As children listen to these songs, they memorize the spellings of the
words just as easily as they can memorize the words to any other nursery rhyme, song, or poem!
This set of songs also includes words with multiple meanings and spellings, such as homonyms
like "there," "their," and "they're." For these words, the songs also help the children remember
the meanings and spellings of each of these tricky words that even adults consistently confuse!
Words Covered Are: again, away, because, come, could, help, house, how, jump, little, look,
make, one, run, should, their, there, they're, three, to, too, two, want, we're, were, when, where,
who, why, would. PLEASE NOTE: These songs are intentionally short to fit the attention span of
the average 3-6 year old child! (Many songs are less than one minute long.) They are written to
get straight to point, state it in a way that is simple enough for young children to remember, and
then move on to the next lesson. That way, if your child's attention span is only five minutes, he
or she should be able to learn the concepts presented in 6-8 songs in just one sitting. With
repeated play, children should be able to learn ALL of the concepts in the songs quite quickly!

From AudioFileThis fantasy anthology absolutely must be listened to instead of read; otherwise,
one wouldn't get to actually hear editors Holly Black (Team Unicorn) and Justine Larbalestier
(Team Zombie) bicker about which fantastical creature reigns supreme. Professional narrators
offer a strong narration of the stories themselves, written by established and rising stars in
fantasy and YA (Garth Nix, Margo Lanagan, Naomi Novik, Alaya Johnson, Libba Bray, and
more). The stories run the gamut from brutally violent unicorn tales to tender--if slightly twisted--
zombie romance leavened with a healthy dash of humor, savage celebrity satire, and post-
apocalyptic teen rebellion. All the unicorn adventures are introduced with a stirring horn blast
and a neigh, while each lurching entrance into zombie territory is tagged with voice that groans
the word "brains." A.B.G. Winner of AudioFile Earphones Award © AudioFile 2010, Portland,
Maine
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Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? In My Heart: A Book of Feelings (Growing Hearts)
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom (Board Book)



Carrie Hatfield, “Five Stars. Heidi Songs are the BEST for teaching sight words to
Kindergartners.”

The book by Heidi Butkus has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 10 people have provided feedback.
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